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The Demand for Lab Benchmarking

Abstract

Energy benchmarking is the first step in any ASHRAE energy audit; it is 
required for the AIA 2030 Challenge; it is a central part of building 
certifications such as LEED EBOM and ENERGY STAR; and its role is 
becoming ever more important as a means to contextualize building energy 
consumption data made public by energy use disclosure ordinances. 
Benchmarking for laboratory facilities is notoriously challenging, for reasons 
including the wide and complex variety of lab buildings' functional 
requirements. This portion of the Lab Benchmarking Symposium will focus on 
the many use cases for lab energy benchmarking and the challenges 
frequently encountered. 

Learning Objectives

• Summarize the results of the 2015 I2SL lab benchmarking survey to 
determine the community's needs and desires for benchmarking tools and 
services.

• Compare some common use cases for lab benchmarking.

• Explain the AIA 2030 benchmarking requirements for labs.

• Describe the unique and interesting challenges associated with whole-
building energy benchmarking for new and existing lab facilities.



We asked you: The I2SL benchmarking survey

• 2015 March - May 

• 376 responses:

• Many facilities, design arch/eng, consultants

• Most from USA
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Important or very important to 80% of respondents

• Most important to:

• Energy managers

• Energy consultants

• Least important to:

• Occupants?

Survey says: You care about benchmarking

(and me)
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User Profiles

• Most use

• Energy consultants

• Facilities Managers / Owners

• Designers (arch / eng)

• Least use

• Occupants 

• Vendors 

Survey says: Some of you use the tool

Labs21 tool uses match overall 
benchmarking uses

• Commonly claimed uses

• Comparing energy performance 
against peers

• Supporting business case for 
energy projects and efficient 
design

• Quantifying typical loads for 
design

• Encouraging occupants to 
conserve

• 3% said LEED EBOM



Energy Benchmarking – Use Cases

• Planning
Example: Utility incentive programs, Maintenance planning, ASHRAE Energy 
Audit
Tasks: Identify candidates for facilities improvements
User: Facilities / Maintenance, Engineering

• Design
Example: Building projects, Major renovations, Major utility / system 
upgrades
Tasks: Identify comparables, Research EEMs, Evaluate performance
User: Architects / Engineers, Commissioning Agents, Owners / 
Developers

• Building Rating Systems
Example: LEED O+M, Minimum Energy Performance 
Tasks: Compare building performance to existing building peer group

Very different than “new building” LEED!
User: Owner, Consultants

• Public Policy 
Example: AIA 2030 Commitment
Tasks: Compare projected performance to existing building peer group
User: Architects/ Engineers





LEED O&M – energy tracking 



LEED O&M – referral to Labs21



LEED O&M - calculation



LEED O&M – calculation (reference Labs21) 



LEED O&M – Labs21 guidance for LEED uses



aia.org/practicing/2030Commitment



AIA 2030 Commitment – pEUI vs. benchmarks



AIA 2030 Commitment – 2014 statistics



AIA 2030 Commitment – Reporting

• Complete list of all projects in design or construction

• Track predicted energy from energy models

• Compare to Baseline energy use (CBECS / Labs21)



AIA 2030 Commitment – Project Record

• Project records capture a lot of data

• Location, size, type, occupancy

• Architectural and mechanical systems

• As well as holistic energy metrics



AIA 2030 Commitment – Benchmarking Inputs



AIA 2030 Commitment – Benchmarking Inputs

Baseline * challenge = 

Goal

“Predicted” 

EUI 

from eModel

“Actual” EUI 

from 

benchmarking

(CBECS / 

Labs21)

“Challenge” =

Predicted EUI as 

a fraction of 

benchmark EUI 

(i.e. 80% less 

than benchmark)

Success = eModel EUI < Goal



AIA 2030 Commitment – Benchmarking Inputs

• Dashboard aggregates all projects input by the user

• And provides useful overall metrics



AIA 2030 Commitment – Tracking

• Research tab compares user data to full dataset

• Provides useful filters and graphic displays



Energy Benchmarking – Datasets and Tools

• Labs 21 Benchmarking Tool
Increasingly popular!
Anonymous, voluntary, small set, but with useful metrics (ex. lab type)

• CBECS / Energy Star Target Finder
Anonymous, large set, not very useful for labs (important metrics not 
tracked)

• “Building Energy Disclosure” Ordinances
Example: BERDO, Boston, MA: www.cityofboston.gov/eeos/reporting
Disclosed, mandatory, moderate utility (metrics not tracked)

• New Aggregating Tools
Example: Seventh Wave: www.seventhwave.org/accelerateperformance
Increase sample size, some include Labs21 data

• Private Data
Owner utility data, architect / engineering firm project records, etc.
Example: Wilson Architects projects
Full project data, small set, very relevant sample 

http://www.cityofboston.gov/eeos/reporting
http://www.seventhwave.org/accelerateperformance


Benchmarking Tools – Labs21



Benchmarking Tools – Target Finder



Benchmarking Tools – City Disclosure Ordinances



Benchmarking Tools – City Disclosure Ordinances



Benchmarking Tools - Aggregators

Labs21 Data (minus square footage 

values)



Benchmarking Tools



Laboratory Benchmarking Working Group

Lead: Alison Farmer

Group Purpose

The Laboratory Benchmarking Working Group was 
formed in September 2014 to evaluate the current 
state of energy benchmarking for labs, and to 
investigate (then implement) useful enhancements 
or supplements to the available tools. The group's 
efforts will focus on projects with strong business 
use cases which benefit a significant segment of the 
community of lab owners, consultants, and 
researchers.

I2SL Working Group

mailto:afarmer@kw-engineering.com

